
about us. 
Agape Henry Crux is an innovative law firm 
in Sydney CBD with exclusive practice in 
Immigration and Administrative Law. We have 
a team of multilingual 
lawyers/migration agents. Our team 
members hold license to practice in Supreme 
Court, High Court of Australia and are 
registered with Office of Migration Migration 
Agents Registration Authority. 

We endeavour to provide the most efficient 
and convenient strategies for both our 
Corporate and Individual clients across the 
world. We will guide and escort you 
throughout your immigration process to 
ensure you get the best results. 

Angela De Silva 
Special Counsel | Accredited 
Specialist in Immigration Law 
LLB (Honours) | BA

a: Level 6, Suite 6.03 
175 Pitt St, NSW 2000 

t: +61 2 8310 5230 
e: angela@ahclawyers.com
w: www.ahclawyers.com 

representation 
matters for 
migration  
matters. 

- Uniquely different with Accredited
Specialist(s) in Immigration Law



about Angela. 
Angela is an Accredited Specialist in Immigration Law who handles a myriad of complex migration issues including 
monitoring and sanctions, character and health waivers, visa compliance and cancellations, as well as employer-
sponsored migration. 

She started her career in law at the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions in Brisbane, Queensland before 
working at a boutique law firm, where she discovered her passion for immigration law. Since this time, Angela has 
practiced exclusively in Immigration Law. Angela worked at Fragomen (Australia), a global immigration law firm where 
she worked with clients from a range of industries. She continued her focus in the corporate sector at KPMG where she 
had the opportunity to partner with colleagues from a range of other sectors to provide full-service offerings to clients 
to supplement their immigration needs. Angela understands the intersections that Immigration Law has with other areas 
of law and practice which allows her to cater to the commercial realities of her clients.

One of Angela’s strongest suits is that she can manage high-volume immigration caseloads. With support from an 
engagement team, she can deliver significant volume at speed. Outside the transactional arena, Angela runs appeals 
both at the merits review and judicial review level, prepares supporting legal submissions, and consults with clients. 

Eager to give back and share her experiences with others, Angela has, and continues to, mentor and train current and 
aspiring Immigration Lawyers and Registered Migration Agents (RMA), through supervision of more junior lawyers as well 
as the administration of the firm’s graduate program. 

duration. 
Our standard migration planning 
session is around 45 – 60 mins, 
inclusive of the initial 15-20 mins 
being the fact finding so we could 
better assess your current 
migration situation. Depending on 
your migration goals, we will 
provide you with a tailored 
advice with multiple strategies 
depending on the following three 
factors:

How fast v how slow 
How cheap v how expensive 
How easy v how difficult 

post mps. 
As our firm’s practice, you may 
request a complimentary summary 
email recapping all the strategies 
we have discussed in the meeting. 

We understand the Australian 
migration environment is complex 
and it may take some time for you 
to make a decision. Therefore, we 
hope our summary offers the 
clarity that most clients need 
after the lengthy discussion and 
before reaching a final decision. 

what people say. 
"As our products require workers wih unique talents found in 
Japan, Taiwan and China, Agape Henry Crux has been 
representing us with overcoming shortages of skilled workers and 
an answer to finding a solution to our foreign worker’s lack of 
English and formal qualifications. Most importantly, the answer to 
staff retention without having to be subjected to the high salary 
requirements in certain migration program"  

- Breadtop

"I strongly recommend the services of this company for their 
excellent work and immense knowledge. In addition, their 
advice and information is clear and precise. I'm really 
impressed!" 

- Priscilla Cordebello




